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Japanoise: Music at the Edge of Circulation by David Novak 

Sign, Storage and Transmission: Series Editors Jonathan Sterne and Lisa Gitelman (Durham 

and London: Duke University Press, 2013), 292 pages. 

 

David Novak’s Japanoise: Music at the Edge of Circulation is a welcome and long overdue 

ethnographically-informed treatment of Japanese noise and other related productions which 

explore and test the boundaries of music. Despite its global influence on sounds from avant-

garde rock music to contemporary composition, and increasing academic interest in both 

sonic and conceptual noise, the subject of Japanese noise has received little scholarly attention 

While the subject could certainly accommodate more work from a variety of interdisciplinary 

perspectives, Novak provides an excellent and thought-provoking book-length treatment of 

noise music in Japan and North America. The book follows a number of interesting avenues, 

all of which suggest other potential extensions or alternative approaches to what is a rich and 

fascinating topic. 

 Particularly compelling are Novak’s ideas about feedback and circulation, crucial 

elements of the electric and electronic production, sustenance and destruction of noise music 

sounds. Novak skilfully extends the theoretical concept of feedback to portray an intriguing 

reciprocal process of ‘othering’ by noise musicians and listeners, through which imagined 

“Japanese” noise musicians, scenes, performances and audiences influenced North American 

noise reception and production of noise, while a Japanese imagining of North American noise 

similarly affected the discourse and practice of noise in Japan. Novak focuses on North 

America and Japan due to the practicalities of his fieldwork in both locations, enabling him to 

clearly demonstrate evidence of such mutually constitutive constructions; though a 

comprehensive (and ever-more-complicated) picture would surely include other flows of 

sonic influences, including, for example, power electronics and industrial noise genre scenes, 

in the UK and Germany respectively. 

 Similarly excellent is a chapter on mediation, and in particular the culture of the audio 

cassette. Here Novak explores how the material possibilities and limitations of the particular 

mode of transmission and distribution of noise interact with and structure the values of noise 

musicians, with, for example, some noise musicians playing with the degrading structure of 

magnetic tape to make the medium an integral part of their noise production. This kind of 

practice is extended even further by some noise artists, as shown by Novak’s descriptions 

(and pictures) of quixotically unusual cassette releases, such as unspooled cassette tape in a 

cassette box, or a tape packaged inside a melted and bent vinyl record (219). Novak might 

have developed further his consideration of noise to include more conceptual as well as sonic 

understandings of noise, particularly since these kinds of disruptive practices, creating “noise” 

in various channels of mediation, distribution and reproduction as well as in recording and 

performance, seem so important to many of the artists to whom he refers. In another example, 

while discussing internet “trolls” who leave “antagonistic, irrelevant and disruptive messages” 

and “edit online content by replacing commentary with nonsensical and often prurient 

responses” (216), Novak fails to note that such practices are entirely consistent, albeit in a 

different register, with the musical/sonic productions at the heart of the book, which are 

themselves often self-consciously antagonistic, irrelevant or disruptive. 

  Another fascinating section of the book deals with a particular listening context, the 

jazu-kissa, a kind of informal and (sometimes literally) underground bar dedicated to playing 

exclusive recordings for a knowledgeable clientele with few other opportunities to access rare 

imported LPs. Novak traces the history of this very specific kind of listening, and its influence 
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on noise scenes, paying attention to the relations of authority and regulation present in such 

listening occasions. However, despite each chapter circling around the concepts of circulation 

and feedback, the author is too often silent on the practices of listeners and audiences as 

contributing to the constitution of “noise”; it is characteristic of the book that the chapter on 

listening spaces, ‘Listening to Noise in Kansai,’ opens with an account of visiting the jazu-

kissa with a noise musician, and is directed towards tracing how musicians listened and how 

their music was influenced by this listening. This focus risks implying that listening is 

relevant to musical cultures only insofar as it directly feeds back into the production of more 

music, and that the listening of non-musicians is of less import than the listening of (present 

or future) musicians. 

 A chapter on maps examines different topologies of urban space which prioritise certain 

aspects of the production or distribution of noise.  The maps of significant performance 

spaces or hard-to-find specialist record shops are intriguing artefacts to discuss and reproduce, 

though it is hard to read the chapter without wishing for more information about how such 

maps are actually read, followed, adapted or surpassed, how they structure experiences and 

practices of noise consumption by their users. While this information might be more 

ephemeral and harder to acquire, here and elsewhere in the book greater attention to reception 

(in the sense of practices and self-understandings of listeners, audiences, users of noise) 

would surely enhance Novak’s insights about the crucial mechanisms of feedback and 

circulation. 

 A real strength of the book is the way in which each chapter picks up these threads of 

circulation and feedback, each offering, from different angles, complementary perspectives on 

the real processes in which these concepts manifest. Novak’s multi-sited and mixed-methods 

ethnographic approach, the broad and imaginative thematic range of chapters, and the 

author’s attention to significant and evocative details make this book a vital contribution to a 

developing area of scholarship which seeks to understand the discursive and practiced 

constructions of music, sound and noise. 
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